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Abstract: The maintenance of bridges is relatively expensive. Those may lead the 
maintenance program into a classical problem which is limited of the fund. 
Therefore, the priority level of bridges maintenance is needed in order to attain an 
effective and efficient fund usage toward prevalent condition of every bridges in 
Special Region of Yogyakarta. The objective of this research was to provide the 
maintenance fund for provincial bridges in Special Region of Yogyakarta. The 
research covered 10 bridges in Special Region of Yogyakarta. The Assessments 
method for bridge physical condition was based on guide of Bridge Management 
System (BMS). As the bridge physical condition was known, the maintenance 
measure and its needed maintenance cost can be determined. The allocation of fund 
for each bridge was calculated based on Dynamic Programming Method. The result 
can be draw that by 5 million rupiah the maintenance fund for each of those 10 
bridge of Yogyakarta Special Region is 5 million rupiah for Demak Ijo Bridge, 13 
million rupiah for Bedingin Bridge, 10 million rupiah for Denggung Bridge, 5 
million rupiah for Ngentak Bridge, 5 million rupiah for Karang Semut Bridge, 8 
million rupiah for 2rd Kronggahan Bridge, 7 million rupiah for Besi Bridge, 8 
million rupiah for Cebongan Bridge, 2 million rupiah for Kembang Songo Bridge, 
2 million rupiah for 1st Kronggahan Bridge. Those allocation system provide 
78,7% an average percentage on provincial bridges in Special Region of 
Yogyakarta.   
Keyword : Fund Allocation System, Provincial Bridge, Special Region of 
Yogyakarta. 
1.  Introduction 
Bridges are one of the most important means of transportation for human beings. The 
availability of a good transportation system will improve the economy of the 
community. By with the development of culture and technology, improvement of 
transportation system should also be done. Because the bridge is an important transport 
system, connecting traffic that is cut off from obstructions such as rivers, lakes, 
highways, etc., the collapse or damage of the bridge is disadvantage because it will 
withstand traffic, and disruption of economic relations. 
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Because of Special Region of Yogyakarta which has a lot of river flow and irrigation 
flow, the existence of the bridge is important in the transportation system in 
Yogyakarta. The collapse or damage of the bridge in Yogyakarta let alone the bridge 
connecting the city of Yogyakarta with other cities will cause losses, because it will 
hinder the traffic around the bridge and affect the economy in Yogyakarta. 
The bridge improvement needs a lot of funds, especially in Yogyakarta which has a  
lot of bridge, therefore need funds to do maintenance or repair on the entire bridge. It is 
necessary to prioritize the bridge improvement based on the condition of the bridge, so 
that the use of funds will be used on target and get aphysical condition equitable on 
every bridge in Special Region of Yogyakarta. 
1.1. Bridge Management System (BMS) 
Bridge Management System (BMS) through the Maintenance and Rehabilitation 
Guidelines is one way that can be used to ensure that bridges are safe and feasible by 
investigating the condition of the bridge. 
Table 1. Element condition assessment system (BMS 1993) 
Value Criteria Condition of Value 
Structure (S) Dangerous 1 
  Not Dangerous 0 
Damaged (R) Severed 1 
  Not Severed 0 
Quantity (K) More than 50% 1 
  Less than 50% 0 
Function (F) Not Working Element 1 
  Still Working Element 0 
Influence (P) Affects Other Elements 1 
  Does not Affect Other Elements 0 
VALUE OF CONDITION NK=(S+R+K+F+P) 0s/d5 
 
1.2. Budget plan 
In the estimation of maintenance costs may refer to the analysis of unit price field of 
public works. This analysis is the calculation of the need for labor costs, materials and 
equipment to get a unit price or one job type. 
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Figure 1. Structure of Unit Price Analysis 
1.3. Bridge Traffic Volume 
The traffic volume shows how many vehicles crossed the bridge in units of time. High 
traffic volume requires a larger bridge width so that the rider will feel comfortable and 
safe in crossing the bridge. 
In determining the priority order based on traffic can pay attention to the traffic class 
on the bridge. Classes of traffic are group by LHR ( Average Daily Traffic) on the 
bridge. 
Table 2. The traffic class  
TRAFFIC CLASS LHR 
0 < 20 
1 20 – 50 
2 50 – 200 
3 200 – 500 
4 500 – 2.000 
5 2.000 – 5.000 
6 – 20.000 
7 20.000– 50.000 
8 > 50.000 
 
1.4. Dynamic Programming 
Mohammad Risal R. (2013) explains that Dynamic Programming is a mathematical 
technique used to take a decision from a series of interconnected decisions. Dynamic 
programming provides a systematic procedure for determining optimal combinations. 
The concept of Dynamic Programming is different from linear programming, there is no 
standard mathematical form for problem formulation, but in this program a general 
approach to problem-solving and certain equations used should be according to the 
problem situation encountered. 
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Figure 1. Function on Dynamic Programming 
2.  Research Methods 
The location of research that  is a bridge located on the provincial road in Special 
Region of Yogyakarta. The research object consist of 10 bridges, that is Kronggahan 
Bridge 1, Kronggahan Bridge 2, Denggung Bridge, Ngentak Bridge, Besi Bridge, 
DemakIjo Bridge, Karangsemut Bridge, KembangSongo Bridge, Cebongan Bridge, and 
Bedingin Bridge. While other bridges are locate in the provincial road segment is 
secondary data obtained from the Directorat General of Highway Construction and 
Maintenance  Special Region of Yogyakarta. 
This type of research is an evaluation research, which in this study do the description 
and assess a condition of the bridge then carried out the development by providing 
action solutions and improvement priorities. The research procedure done to solve the 
problem in this is as follows: 
14) Implementation of Data Collection 
Data collection is inventory data, image data, BMS data, traffic volume data and 
cost data available for bridge maintenance under study. Data were obtained from 
the Directorat General of Highway Construction and Maintenance  Special 
Region of Yogyakarta and field survey. 
15) Evaluate 
a. Damage Evaluation (using BMS) 
b. Evaluation of Improvement 
c. Cost Evaluation 
d. Evaluation of Bridge Traffic Volume 
16) Conducting Analysis 
In this research the analys uses Dynamic Programming method to solve the 
priority problem of bridge handling fund allocation which is expected to produce 
the right allocation fund decision to get maximum bridge condition. 
3.  Results and Discussion 
3.1.  Bridge Condition 
The results of the survey conducted in 10 bridges on the provincial road in Special 
Region of Yogyakarta can be see in table 3. 
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Table 3. Bridge Condition Data  
Number of Bridge Name of Bridge Cadin Long (m) Condition 
26.061.005.0 Besi SLM 20 2 
26.062.003.0 Demak Ijo SLM 29 3 
26.068.002.0 Kronggahan 1 SLM 6 2 
26.068.003.0 Kronggahan 2 SLM 51 3 
26.069.001.0 Cebongan SLM 5 2 
26.069.002.0 Bedingin SLM 22.5 3 
26.065.011.0 Ngentak SLM 33 3 
- Denggung SLM 7 4 
26.002.003.0 Kembang Songo BTL 14.8 2 
26.002.004.0 Karang Semut BTL 125.7 3 
                              NB: SLM (Sleman) , BTL (Bantul) 
3.2.  Traffic 
The traffic volume can be see from the AADT (Annual Average Daily Traffic) data 
obtained from the Directorat General of Highway Construction and Maintenance 
Special Region of Yogyakarta. Based on AADT data can be determined the class of 
traffic and the feasibility of the bridge in accommodating the volume of traffic. 
Table 4. Value Traffic 
Number Name of Bridge AADT Traffic Class 
1 Besi 55511 8 
2 Demak Ijo 120994 8 
3 Kronggahan 1 38903 7 
4 Kronggahan 2 38903 7 
5 Cebongan 26409 7 
6 Bedingin 26409 7 
7 Ngentak 25586 7 
8 Denggung 25586 7 
9 Kembang Songo 36352 7 
10 Karang Semut 36352 7 
                                              NB: AADT (Annual Average Daily Traffic) 
3.3.  Budget plan 
The budget plan is make after the condition and damage of the bridge are known. 
Budget costs include regular maintenance and repair or reinforcement on damaged 
bridges. The results of a budget analysis can be see in table 5. 
Table 5. Budget Plan 
Number  Name of Bridge Budget Plan 
1 Besi Rp      9,674,375 
2 Demak Ijo Rp      6,825,093 
3 Kronggahan 1 Rp      3,468,718 
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Number  Name of Bridge Budget Plan 
4 Kronggahan 2 Rp      9,203,477 
5 Cebongan Rp    19,854,460 
6 Bedingin Rp    30,182,928 
7 Ngentak Rp    17,022,639 
8 Denggung Rp    16,358,462 
9 Kembang Songo Rp      6,749,190 
10 Karang Semut Rp    11,177,093 
 
From the table of budget plan we can concluded that total maintenance cost for ten 
bridges studied is Rp. 130.516.436,-. For example, the budget available for the ten 
bridges is Rp. 65.000.000,-, it is necessary to do a fund allocation system in order to 
maintenance fund remain below the existing budget and achieve maximum conditions 
on every bridge. 
3.4.  Bridge Allocation Fund Allocation System 
The fund allocation system was analyzed using the Dynamic Programming method, the 
analysis taking into account the conditions of bridge, the cost, and the volume of traffic. 
Stages in the analysis using the Dynamic Programming method as follows: 
First simulation: 
17) Convert physical condition into percentage form, to simplify the calculation. 
18) Define decision and variables result. The details of the cost budget as an 
alternative decision (Dn), While the improvement return obtained as a result 
(Rn). 
19) Make decision modeling. Making decision modeling based on priority order on 
the bridge under study. 
20) Analyze each Stage (Bridge). An analysis is done at each stage to determine the 
decision result at each stage, where the stage decision will affect the next stage 
decision. The provision in the first simulation analysis, the bridge physical 
condition value at least reach the condition of 2 (67%). 
The result of the first simulation fund allocation system can be see in table 6. 
Table 6. Fund Allocation System 
Number  Name of Bridge Fund Condition of Brigde 
1 Bedingin Rp    10.000000 67% 
2 Denggung Rp    10,000,000 73% 
3 Ngentak Rp    10,000,000 86% 
4 Demak Ijo Rp      7,000,000 100% 
5 Cebongan Rp      7,000,000 68% 
6 Karang Semut Rp      4,000,000 67% 
7 Kronggahan 2 Rp      4,000,000 70% 
8 Besi Rp      3,000,000 77% 
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9 Kembang Songo Rp      3,000,000 81% 
10 Kronggahan 1 Rp      4,000,000 100% 
  Total Rp    62,000,000 787% 
 
The results of the first simulation, found that the bridge condition is not evenly 
distributed on each bridge, and the budget available cost is not absorbed all. It is 
necessary to do a second simulation with the addition of provisions to get a more evenly 
bridge condition. 
The second simulation: 
Step 1-3 is the same as the first simulation. For the fourth step, the provisions in the 
second simulation analysis are changed with the bridge’s physical condition value of at 
least greater than or equal to 70% and maximum not more than or equal to 90%. The 
result of the second simulation fund allocation system analysis can be see in table 7. 
 
 
Table 7. Fund Allocation System 
Number  Name of Bridge Fund Condition of Brigde 
1 Bedingin Rp    13.000000 72% 
2 Denggung Rp    10,000,000 73% 
3 Ngentak Rp      5,000,000 76% 
4 Demak Ijo Rp      5,000,000 86% 
5 Cebongan Rp      8,000,000 70% 
6 Karang Semut Rp      5,000,000 71% 
7 Kronggahan 2 Rp      8,000,000 90% 
8 Besi Rp      7,000,000 90% 
9 Kembang Songo Rp      2,000,000 76% 
10 Kronggahan 1 Rp      2,000,000 83% 
  Total Rp    65,000,000  
 
The result of the second simulation shows that the bridge condition is more evenly 
distributed, and available budget has been absorbed.  
4.  Conclusion 
Dynamic Programming Analysis resulted in a system of allocation of funds to 
provincial bridges in the Special Region of Yogyakarta. Funds available for 
maintenance and repair of 65 million can be allocated as follows: Bedingin Bridge of 12 
million, Denggung Bridge of 10 million, Ngentak Bridge of 10 million, Demak Ijo 
Bridge of 5 million, Cebongan Bridge of 8 million, Karang Semut Bridge of 5 million, 
Kronggahan Bridge 2 of 5 million, Besi Bridge of 3 million, Kembang Songo Bridge of 
5 million, and Kronggahan Bridge 1 of 2 million. The allocation system produces a total 
bridge percentage of 781%. 
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